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 Fine wine online auction sets a new record 
 

 

 

6 bottles of Romanée-Conti set a new record price on the internet 
selling for CHF 62’400 

 

 

Lot 2 
6 bottles of Romanée-Conti 2011 
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 
CHF 62’400 

Last Tuesday January 17th 2017, Baghera Wines – the leading Swiss fine 
wine auctioneer – held a new edition of their “Wine o’clock” online 
auctions, “Rooster Year 2017” as a tribute to the Chinese New Year to 
commence at the end of the month. 
 
Originating from a private cellar on the shores of the Leman lake and 
highlighting some of the rarest wine signatures, this “online only” auction 
drew in fine wine collectors from all over the world, reaching top prices 
on the Internet.  
 
Notably for a Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Romanée Conti 2011  
6 bottle lot, which went for CHF 62’400 during Baghera Wines’  auction, 
selling to an Asian client. This significant amount establishes a new 
record price for wine web auctions, and becomes the most expensive 
wine lot ever sold online in Switzerland, surpassing the record performed 
by Baghera Wines at one of their previous Wine o'clocks in 2016. 
 
Baghera Wines’ next “Wine o’clock” (www.bagherawines.auction) on 
February 14th at 2pm will exclusively focus on the highly-regarded 
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti’s grands crus. 

 
 

 
 About Baghera Wines,  

an exceptional wines consultancy 
 
Baghera Wines was established in Geneva in 2015 by three passionate 
experts, who launched a specialised office exclusively dedicated to 
high-end wines. Michael Ganne, Julie Carpentier and Emmanuel Mercé 
joined forces, offering a new approach to exceptional wine auctions, 
placing cordiality and interaction at the very heart of the wine business.  
 
Alongside the sales, the Baghera Wines team guides collectors in every 
dimension of highlighting a collection, focusing on tailor-made, 
professional advice. Baghera Wines holds two exceptional room 
auctions a year, in Geneva, as well as several online sales – the Wine 
o'clocks – on www.bagherawines.auction. 
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